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Travel letter 1 - 2006 

 

ou haven’t heard from us in a long time, but everything is going well on Zeezwaluw. We have had 

another great winter in Fiumicino with a lot of sailing friends around. After the flooding of the 

Tiber we have had a nice Christmas dinner together with Heidrun and Richard (Maid of Wyven) 

and Tricia and Stephen (Elizabeth Keel). 

 

 

Soon after Christmas a lot of Dutch friends came over from 

Holland to visit us. They stayed at Zeezwaluw together we saw 

Rome of course! 

 

It was a wonderful time and in-between the visits we enjoyed 

working on Zeezwaluw. This time the inside was due; painting all 

the ceilings in every cabin and inside of every locker which did not had paint on the surface. 

 

Some work to do ... 
Gearbox out has to come out! Riens had to do a big job on the engine because the gearbox was leaking 

again a little bit of oil and needed a closer look. 

First we had to buy lifting gear to lift the engine and make support 

parts for the engine before we could take out the gearbox. We were 

able to organize some heavy steal pipes to put across the hatch above 

the working area to hold the lifting gear. 

After everything is in place, we were able to lift the engine, take the 

gearbox out and bring it to the repair shop. 

The mechanics were very kind and helpful. After 30 minutes repairing 

the gearbox was working again. Riens was happy with €20,- less in his 

wallet and walked out of the shop again. 

We could start the whole procedure in reverse the next day. All the 

preparing and engine work took us 1 week because the stove was on top of the space where we had to 

work! But, finally the engine works very well again! During the winter we even built a new wooden 

passerell so now we are able to come off and on the boat at the quay’s in Greece and Turkey. 

In these countries most of the time we are moored stern or bow to the quay’s, called Med mooring. 

 

Cutting the roots 
April the 5th we left Fiumicino after saying goodbye to all the 

friends left behind. That’s always a sad moment. 

 

Heidrun and Richard walked along the river and waved us farewell at 

the end of the breakwater with the Dutch flag in hand. We were 

really touched by that! 

 

Y 

Zeezwaluw in Chrismas 

decoration 

Christmas dinner at SY 

Elizabeth Keel 

Heidrun waving 
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As soon as we left the river Tiber entrance and pointed the nose of 

Zeezwaluw south, we encountered a force 5-6 from the North with 

a lot of white horses around. On the big headsail only, we reached a 

speed of 6-7 knots. Therefor we found our sea legs very soon and 

had a great sail. 

We sailed magnificently fast until early evening when the wind 

dropped quick and completely. We headed for Agripoli and sailed on 

the engine for 12 hours. 

 

The forecast for the next 48 hours was a force 7-8 from the SW, 

no too good for us and time to seek shelter. We found excellent 

shelter in Agripoli and stayed for 3 days at the free of charge 

town quay, using our new passerell for the first time. 

From Agripoli we sailed, downwind in a force 6-7 again, to 

Camerotti marina and stayed only 1 night. The next morning the 

wind had dropped to a nice 3Bft from the west and we sailed to 

Cetraro. 

 

A little windy in the marina 
From last year, we knew Cetraro was free of charge and had 

low pontoons. This was excellent for the paint job we had in 

mind. We had to paint the blue stripes again. At some spots 

the paint was rubbed off the hull by the fenders during the 

flooding. 

 

But, it turned out that the pontoon was not as low as we 

thought so painting could not be done. 

 

Instead we had an easterly wind of an 

incredible force, coming from the land and 

blowing into the harbour. 

 

It picked up within 30 minutes, pushed us against the pontoon and we clocked 50 knots. 

We are sure the wind still increased but were too busy to fender off the boat from 

the pontoon to have a look at the instruments. 

The seawater was blowing over the boat and the pontoon, so within a few minutes 

we were soaked! The good thing was, the sun was out and it wasn’t too cold even 

while we were wet. One big round fender popped against the concrete wall and we 

had to buy a new one with our last money (Visa was not possible). 

 

Riens at the new passerell 

Small street in Cetraro town 

 

Cetraro before the storm 
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The wind kept blowing until 5 o’clock in the afternoon, where after it dropped quickly to nothing, at all. 

Within the hour it changed and came from the opposite direction, but only 10 knots. A low had passed 

over rapidly. 

After the wind dropped, I had a hugh job to clean inside and outside of Zeezwaluw. She was covered in 

salt and inside everything was wet and salty because we went in and out the boat in our soaking clothes! 

Riens went after a quick washing and jumping into dry clothes to town, because we needed money. To 

town is a 5 km walk partly steep uphill. When he came back, we both were exhausted, had a drink and a 

fast food meal before we went to bed very early. 

 

But …….the North-westerly wind picked up during the night. Now a surge came into the harbour! During 

the night we had to check every hour or so, if the fenders had popped out. 

 

Early the next morning after hardly any sleep we had had enough and left Cetraro in 15 knots of wind 

from the northwest. We intended to sail directly through the Messina Strait to Syracuse at Sicily. But 

the wind shifted to the south while the waves came still from the NW, which were very impressive! 

Once the wind dropped completely in the afternoon the waves were still 2-3 meters so Zeezwaluw was 

like a washing machine tumbling up and down the waves. 

We motor sailed to Tropea marina to find shelter and some rest after 2 eventful days! 

 

 

Lazy and hard work 
We lingered two wonderful days in the marina, used the washing 

machine which was great for all our salty clothing, but did not do 

hardly anything else, we were too lazy. 

At ease and after two good night sleeps we left for Syracuse. 

This was a complete different sail as our trip so far. We had no 

wind at all and the sea was like a mirror. After 20 engine hours 

we reached the beautiful bay of Syracuse (Porto Grande) and 

dropped anchor at 03.30 in the morning. 

 

Our Belgian friends Michèle and Jeff at “SY Esperanza”, had 

wintered in Porto Picolo at the other side of Syracuse and had 

arranged a berth for us in their marina. At 11 a.m. after phoning 

them, they awaited us in Porto Picolo marina. 

We have had a great week together in Syracuse before we left 

together for Malta on April 29. 

 

 

Tropea marina view from town 

Tropea on top of the hill 

290 steps 
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There should be a reasonable weather window for at least 24 hours. But mister Murphy sailed with us 

and his twin brother on Esperanza! Instead of the forecasted NW-W 3-4 we encountered a SW right 

on the nose. During the trip the wind was slowly building-up to a force 7. Around midday big waves 

were building up due to the wind but also due to the shallows near the cape. 

The first anchorage to seek shelter was Porto Palo, still in Sicily and another 13 miles to go. This 

anchorage had an entrance open to the SW situated at the most southern cape of Sicily. 

We expected within a few hours, high seas at the entrance due to the wind blowing into the anchorage. 

No fun at all! Therefore we decided to return to Syracuse after 25 miles of hard sailing and anchor in 

the sheltered bay of Syracuse to wait for better weather. 

 

At 4 o’clock in the afternoon after a fast and exiting sail back on reefed main only, we were at anchor 

again. The speed of our return trip was in-between 6,5-8,5 knots. During our way back we tried several 

times to contact our friends but they were out of reach of the VHF. At 23.00 they phoned us they 

were save now at their anchorage in Porto Palo after a 

very difficult approach in a force 7 with big waves at 

the entrance! After 1 day in Porto Palo, they came back 

to Syracuse as well. The weather forecast for Malta 

was terrible for at least another week, so we will skip 

Malta for now and save a visit until we leave the 

Mediterranean Sea. 

 

From Syracuse, Porto Picolo marina we will leave for 

Greece tomorrow morning. The weather forecast is 

excellent for at least 4 day’s (NW-SW) so we will sail 

directly to Corfu or Preveza, which is about 290Nm. 

 

Hopefully we will have a smooth sunny sailing trip with beam winds for the first time this year. So far 

we were dressed in our foul weather sailing gear more often than the last 4 years!!!! But, to be honest, 

we still do and probably always will love sailing even in bad weather conditions. 

 

To be continued in; “Summer in the Greek Ionian Islands” 

 

 

Riens and Ineke Elswijk at “SY Zeezwaluw”  

 

___/)___ 

Syracuse Porto Picolo marina Syracuse aerial view 
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